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The original academic article



Analogies



Analogies

Talking about issues, without directly talking 
about issues.



Analogies: two major uses

Talking about ideas
that are hard to
comprehend.



Analogies: two major uses

Talking about ideas
that are hard to
comprehend.

Talking about 
controversial topics.





Talking about controversial topics

Going through the
“unguarded side door”.



Let’s think about...

What is an analogy that you
could use to encapsulate
an issue that you care about?

How can you go through the
‘unguarded side door’ when
advocating controversial topics?





Humanising your stories



Humanising your stories

































Humanising your statistics





Let’s think about...

How can you humanise the statistics
when you communicate about
energy, and climate change?



Let’s think about...

How can you humanise the statistics
when you communicate about
energy, and climate change?

What might your work mean for a person,
in tangible terms?

What might it mean for a family?



Humanising your stories

with a protagonist.



Humanising your stories

with a protagonist.



Humanising your stories

with a protagonist.



Humanising your stories

with a protagonist.

















Humanising your statistics

























Constraining expectations



Constraining expectations

 Making the ordinary seem extraordinary.



Constraining expectations

 Making the ordinary seem extraordinary.

 'Zooming in', ‘zooming out.



Constraining expectations

 Making the ordinary seem extraordinary.

 'Zooming in', ‘zooming out.



































































































Let’s think about...

Can you encourage the people
receiving your communication to become
involved in the decoding of the message?



Let’s think about...

Can you encourage the people
receiving your communication to become
involved in the decoding of the message?

Can you construct a communication scenario
that encourages people to come to
your conclusion, using their own thoughts?























Group Discussion questions

 Collectively think of an impact / aspect of climate 
change that interests you. What kind of analogies could 
we use to talk about it, without actually mentioning the 
subject? As a group, draw a cartoon to illustrate this.



Group Discussion questions

 Collectively think of an impact / aspect of climate 
change that interests you. What kind of analogies could 
we use to talk about it, without actually mentioning the 
subject? As a group, draw a cartoon to illustrate this.

 What other approaches can be used to communicate 
about climate change, without challenging people’s 
underlying values?



Group Discussion questions

 Collectively think of an impact / aspect of climate change that 
interests you. What kind of analogies could we use to talk 
about it, without actually mentioning the subject? As a group, 
draw a cartoon to illustrate this.

 What other approaches can be used to communicate about 
climate change, without challenging people’s underlying 
values?

 Have you been exposed to art forms that have altered your 
views about a subject? What was it that changed your mind?

Analogies ‘Unguarded side doors.’
Humanising

stories / statistics.
Zooming in / zooming out

Encouraging
reader

involvement.










